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The Microsoft Cloud Solution Provider (CSP) program enables certifi ed 
partners to support the entire customer lifecycle from start to fi nish. Airnet 
is an active participant in this exclusive program. CSP allows a partner to 
directly provision, manage, and support a customer’s product licensing and 
combine it into one monthly or annual bill.

Studies show that 67% of customers expect to purchase a 
wide variety of cloud services from a single vendor and 84% of 

customers want an established relationship with a vendor to trust them 
as their Cloud Service Provider.

2016 IDC Successful Cloud Partners, IDC Buying Into the Cloud
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Airnet Group, Inc. is your cloud partner for improving the efficiency, reliability, security, 
and maintenance of your IT systems while lowering the overall costs and redirecting your 
resources to focus on what moves your business forward. We are an IT professional and 
managed services provider, a Direct Cloud Solution Provider and a Gold Cloud Platform 
Microsoft Partner.

1604 Reggie White Blvd, 3rd Floor
Chattanooga, TN 37402
(423) 664-7678 Ext. 3
sales@airnetgroup.com

www.airnetgroup.com
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AZURE CLOUD SERVICES
As of February 1, 2017, the Microsoft Products and Services Agreement 
(MPSA) no longer has a “pay-as-you-go” pricing structure for new Azure 
customers. As a replacement, customers are encouraged to migrate to the 
CSP program. The good news for you - Airnet is a Microsoft CSP and can 
assist you with your specific Azure billing requirements so you only pay for the 
Azure you are utilizing. 

Microsoft has a partner network to actively implement and support Azure 
Cloud and its many services. By working with a CSP, you are working with 
an extension of Microsoft with the added benefit of an agile and manageable 
business relationship focused and tuned to your specific cloud infrastructure 
needs. 

CSP NEXT STEPS
Airnet has deep data center experience. We understand the benefits of a 
cloud-first approach and on-prem data centers and can help you assess 
your current IT infrastructure using a detailed tool called the Airnet Systems 
Assessment Tool (ASAT). 

Your custom ASAT Report will provide:
 + Inventory: All network and server hardware and operating systems
 + Current Costs: Total infrastructure estimated from server core level detail
 + Performance: Data from 55+ system metrics
 + Right Sizing: Optimization recommendations for each server
 + Cloud Candidacy: Identification of servers & operating systems that could 

migrate
 + Hybrid Cloud: Potential deployment recommendations

If you are interested in migrating to the Azure Cloud or walking into your 
cloud journey by using our assessment tool or relocating a portion of your IT 
infrastructure to Azure such as SQL, Data Backup, or Disaster Recovery (DR), 
please contact us today!
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FIVE WAYS CSP AND 
AIRNET HELP YOU
1. Airnet can be your 

primary point of contact 
for everything Microsoft 
Cloud related.

2. Airnet can send you one 
consolidated monthly or 
annual bill that is easily 
manageable for your 
company.

3. Airnet has access to 
relevant Microsoft Cloud 
products and services to 
fit your needs. Airnet also 
offers software products 
from supporting vendors, 
which can be included in 
your consolidated bill.

4. As a CSP, Airnet develops 
a direct relationship 
with you so we can fully 
understand your specific 
needs and find ways to 
address them quickly and 
efficiently.

5. Airnet provides 24/7/365 
technical support for 
Microsoft Cloud products 
and services, in addition 
to our IT Operational 
Managed Services 
offerings.


